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Abstract 
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38 (1991) 205-217. 
We define a notion of completion for quasi-uniform spaces in a categorical manner, and construct 
such completions for a large class of spaces (called quiet quasi-uniform spaces). In the uniform 
case, this completion coincides with the usual completion. 
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Introduction 
In [3] the author introduced the class of balanced quasi-metric spaces and 
constructed a standard completion for these spaces. The purpose of the present 
paper is to define in a convenient manner a notion of completeness and to construct 
a standard completion for a large class of quasi-uniform spaces. 
A quasi-uniform space (X, %) is a set X along with a filter % on X x X, called 
a quasi-uniformity, each element of which contains the diagonal of X x X and such 
that for any U E % there is a V E % with V 0 Vc U. 
Similarly to what is in the theory of uniform spaces (cf. [I]), we deal here with 
the categorical notion of a completion. More precisely, a complete Hausdorff 
quasi-uniform space (X *, %*) is called a completion of a given quasi-uniform space 
(X, ‘42) if there exists a mapping q : (X, Q) + (X*, %*) with the property: whenever 
( Y, ‘V) is a complete Hausdorff quasi-uniform space and f: ( %)+(U,Y) is a 
uniformly continuous mapping, then there is a uniformly continuous mapping 
f*:(X*, ‘B*)+( yS V) with f =f*o(~. oreover, as in the u iform case, it is con- 
venient also to require that the map ing cp is an embedding provided that the space 
(X, %) is itself Hausdorff. 
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On the other hand it is quite natural to require that the construction of such a 
completion leads in the uniform case, i.e. when Q is a uniformity, to the standard 
completion of the uniform space (X, %). 
A simple example, however, which can be obtained by means of a suitable 
modification of Example 1 from [3], shows that such a construction is impossible 
in the general case. Nevertheless it turns out that it can be done for the here defined 
subclass of quiet quasi-uniform spaces. 
Although the theory justified here was outlined in [4] in terms of filters, we present 
it here in terms of nets. In this way we are able to omit several proofs which are 
similar to arguments given for quasi-metric spaces in [3]. 
. Cauchy nets and completeness 
The concept of completeness of a quasi-uniform space has to be based on an 
appropriate notion of a Cauchy net. It is natural to require that such a notion 
generalizes both of the notions of a convergent net and of a Cauchy net in a uniform 
space. The standard definition of a Cauchy net in a uniform space, however, cannot 
be used for this purpose because a convergent net in a quasi-uniform space need 
not satisfy it. A definition of a Cauchy filter (and thus of a Cauchy net) which 
complies with the above formulated requirement is proposed in [7]. But the construc- 
tions of a completion given for instance in Et;] and [2] and founded on this definition 
fail to comprise the uniform case. 
Here we introduce the following definition. 
Definition 1. A net (x, 1 a E A} in a quasi-uniform space (X, Q) is called a Cauchy 
net if there exists a net {yP )p E B} in (X, Q) with the property: for any U E % there 
are LYE E A and pU E B such that (y+ x,) E U whenever cy := cyu, p z&. The net 
(yP 1 p E B} is called a conet of the C?uchy net {x~ 1 a E A} and we write (yP, x, ) + 0. 
We also use the self-explanatory notations (x,, x) + 0, (x, xcr) + 0 and (x, y ) + 0, 
where {x~ I a E A} is a net and x, y E X. 
A quasi-uniform space is complete if every Cauchy net in it converges. 
roposition 2. Every convergent net is a Cauchy net. 
Proposition 3. Every subnet of a Cauchy net is also a Cauchy net. 
roposition 4. (f % is a uniformity, then Definition 1 is equivalent o the usual de3nition 
of a Cauchy net for unijPrm spaces. 
Obviously every closed subspace of a complete quasi-uniform space is also 
complete. However a complete subspace of a quasi-uniform space need not be 
closed (cf. [33,. 
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Theorem 5. If {(Xi, qi)liE 1) is a family of complete quasi-uniform spaces, then the 
product space (fl in, Xi, nicI Qi) is also complete. 
Proof. Let {xa 1 CY E A} be a Cauchy net in the space (ni,, Xi, niF, %i) and let 
{yp (p E B) be a conet of it. Let xU =(x:(&Z} for each ~!EA and y’={y$liEZ) 
for each p E B. Fix an i and choose a Ui E %!i. Given U = LJi x n,,, (Xi x Xj) there 
exist a0 and PO such that for (Y 3 cyo, /3 2 PO we have (y’, x”) E U and therefore 
<Y?, xs) E Uia Thus {x: I a E A) is a Cauchy net in the space (Xi, %i) and SO converges, 
say to xi. If x = {xi I i E I}, then it is easy to verify that xa + X. q 
2. uiet quasi-uniform spaces 
As we mentioned in the Introduction, we are obliged to seek some stibclass of 
quasi-uniform spaces for which our purpose can be attained. 
We consider those quasi-uniform spaces (X, %) which satisfy the following 
condition 
(Q) for any U E % there exists a V E ‘4~ such that, if x’, X”E X and {XL Ia E A} 
and {x;S I p E B} are two nets in X, then from (x’, xh) E V for Q! E A, (xi, x”) E 
V for /3 E B and (xi, x&) + 0 it follows that (x’, x”) E U. 
In the sequel when a VE % is connected with some U E (49 by the property 
indicated in condition (Q), we will say that V is Q-subordinated to U. 
Quasi-uniform spaces (X, %) satisfying condition (Q) will be called quiet quasi- 
uniforni spaces and their class will be denoted by 
roposition 6. Every uniform space (X, (3) is a quiet quasi-uniform space. 
Proof. It suffices for any U E % to choose a VE % such that Vo V 0 Vc U. El 
If a quasi-uniformity % is induced by some quasi-metric d, then condition (Q) 
can be reformulated in the following equivalent manner: 
(Qd for any E > 0 there is a S > 0 with the property: if x’, X”E X and if {xi1 I n = 
132 , . . . } and {xrnlrn = 1,2,. . .} are two sequences in X, then 
from d (x’, xi,) < S for n = 1,2, . . . , d (xk , x”) < S for m = 1,2, . . . and 
lim,,,, d(xk , xi,) = 0 it follows that d(x’, x”) < E. 
(Here lim,,, d(xE, , xi,) = 0 means that for every q > 0 there is a number k such 
that d(xE,, x;) < 7j whenever m, n a k.) 
In [3] we introduced the class of balanced quasi-metric spaces, to which a 
quasi-metric space (X, d) belongs if it satisfies the following condition: 
(IN if {xi, In = I, 2, _. . } and {x:, I m = 1,2,. . . } are two sequences in X and 
x’, X”E X, then from d (x’, xi,) s r’ for II = 1,2, c . . . d (xl:#, x”) 6 r” for m = 
1,2,... and lim,il_,, d (xi:, , xi,) = at n (x’, x”) S r’ -I= ;.Y 
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It is easy to check that condition (B) implies condition ( Qd ). (Indeed, given E > 0, 
choose S = :E.) H ence every balanced quasi-metric space is a quiet quasi-uniform 
space, and so from examples in [3] we know that there are quiet quasi-uniform 
spaces that are not uniform spaces. On the other hand the so-called Michael line 
(cf. [S]) is a quasi-uniform space which is not quiet. 
Theorem 7. If’ {(Xi, ‘@i) 1 i E I} is a family of quiet quasi-uniform spaces, then the 
product space (n in, Xi, n ic, %i) is ah quiet. 
Proof. Let U E ni,, %im It suffices to discuss the case when 
U = Ui, X Ui2 X l ’ l X Uil, Xfl {(Xi XXi)li# il, i?,. . . , ik}, 
where&&,..., k i ) is a finite subset of I and Ui, E Oru;, for s = 1,2,. . . , k For each 
s choose such a V;, which is Q-subordinated to Ui,. It is easily verified that 
v=l(,xl(,x- _ l X l$Xn{(XiXXi)Ii#il,iz,...,ik} 
is Q-subordinated to U. r, 
Proposition 8. Every quiet quasi-uniform space is a T,-space. 
Proof. Let (X, %) E Q, x E X, U E %. Choose a VE % which is Q-subordinated to 
U. We show that V(x) c U(x). Indeed, if y E V(x), then there exists a net {x, 1 a E A) 
such that x, E V(x) for each (Y E A and x, + y. Then from (x, x,) E V for a! E A, 
(y, y)~ V and (y,x,)+O it follows that (x, y)~ U, i.e. that YE U(x). 0 
Let us recall that every balanced quasi-metric space is completely regular [3, 
Corollary 3 from Lemma 41. This suggests the following question. 
Problem 1. Is the topology of any quiet quasi-uniform space completely regular? 
The notion of completeness of a quasi-metric space is introduced in [3) on the 
basis of a definition of a Cauchy sequence representing an obvious modification of 
Definition 1. Since quasi-metric spaces are a special class among quasi-uniform 
spaces, let us turn to the connection of that notion of completeness and the notion 
of completeness of a quasi-uniform space introduced here. 
9. Let (X, d) be a quasi-metric space and let qd be the quasi-uniformity 
on X by the quasi-metric d. When (X, qd ) E , the quasi-uniform space 
(X, qd ) is complete if and only if the quasi-metric space (X, d) is complete. 
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The straightforward proof of this theorem is omitted. (By the way, it is easy 
to verify that the assertion “only if” holds even without the assumption that 
3. Q-completions 
We now construct the completion of a quiet quasi-uniform space. 
0. Let (X, %) be a quiet quasi-uniform space. A complete Hausdorff 
quiet quasi-uniform space (X”, %*) is called a Q-completion of (X, %) if there 
exists a quasi-uniformly continuous mapping q : (X, %) + (X*, %*) such that: 
(a) p(X) is dense in (X*, %*); 
(b) the quasi-uniformity % is the inverse image of %* under cp (and therefore cp 
is a quasi-uniform embedding when (X, %) is a Hausdorff space); 
(c) for any quasi-uniformly continuous mapping f: (X, %?) + ( Y, v), where 
( Y, clr) is a complete HausdorfI quiet quasi-uniform space, there is a (unique) 
quasi-uniformly continuous mapping f* : (X”, %*) + ( Y, clr) with f =f 0 rp. 
The mapping cp is called the canonical mapping of (X, %) into (X”, %*), or-when 
(X, %) is a Hausdorff space-the canonical embedding of (X, “11) into (X”, %*). 
By standard categorical considerations a Q-completion (X*, %*) (along with the 
canonical mapping cp) is unique in the following sense: if (X’, %‘) is another 
Q-completion of (X, %) with a canonical mapping g’, then there exists a quasi- 
uniformism h : (X”, %*) + (X’, %‘) such that (9’ = h 0 cp. 
Everywhere in this section, except Lemma 24, it is assumed that we are given a 
quiet quasi-uniform space (X, %). This assumption will not necessarily be mentioned 
explicitly in the formulations of the definitions and propositions which follow. 
efinitio 1. TWO Cauchy nets {xb, 1 a! E A} and {xi Ip E B) are called equivazent if
every conet of {xh 1 a E A} is a conet of {x;S Ip E B} and vice versa. 
Proposition 12. If two Cauchy nets have a common conet, then they are equivalent. 
roof. Let {x& IQ! E A} and {xi 1~ E B} be two Cauchy nets with {yL[ y E r) as a 
common conet. Let further {yg IS E A} be an arbitrary conet to {xb, I LY E A} and let 
U E %. Pick a V E % which is Q-subordinated to U. There are some LYE, PO, yo, a0 
such that (yg, x&) E V for cy 2 (Ye, S>s6, and (yly,xE)~ V for p>/30,S~So. Since 
(y$, x&) + 0, one concludes that (y:, xi) E U whenever p 2 PO, 
(yg, xi) + 0. So every conet to 
converse is obvious because of t 
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Corollary. Every Cauchy net is equivalent o each of its subnets. 
Proposition 12 enables us to speak of a conet of an equivalence class of Cauchy 
nets (instead of a conet of a Cauchy net). 
Proposition 13. Any two convergent nets with common limit point are equivalent Cauchy 
nets. 
reposition 14. if {x& 1 CY E A} and {x: lp E B} are equivalent Cauchy nets and if 
XL + x, then xi + x as well. 
Corollary. The collection <p(x) of all nets which converge to the point x E X is an 
equivalence class of Cauchy nets in (X, % ). 
Before going on let us establish the following lemma. 
Lemma 15. Let (X, %) E Q and (x, 1 a E A) be a Cauchy net with {yP I/3 E B} as a 
conet. Then (x, x, ) + 0 if and only if (ye, x) + 0. 
Proof. Let (x, x,)+0. i.e. x, + x. By Proposition 13 the Cauchy net (x~ 1 a E A} is 
equivalent to the constant net {x}, and then { yp 1 p E B}, being a conet of {xU 1 a E A}, 
is a conet of {x} as well. Hence (vp, x) + 0. 
Conversely, suppose that (yp, x) + 0. Then {up 1~ E B} is a common conet both 
of {xcl Ia E A} and of the constant net {x). Hence, by Proposition 14, {x, I a E A} 
and {x} are equivalent Cauchy nets. Therefore {x}, being a conet of itself, is a conet 
of {x~~cMA} as well, and thus (x,x,)+0. 0 
Turning now to the construction of the Q-completion, let us denote by X* the 
collection of all equivalence classes of Cauchy nets in the given quiet quasi-uniform 
space (X, %). 
We define a quasi-uniformity %* on X*. Let a,-, denote the base for % consisting 
of all UE% that are 011~‘x%-open in XXX. 
Definition 66. For each U E 9&, denote by U* the collection of all pairs (t’, t”), 
where [‘, 5”~ X*, having the property: whenever {y; 1~ E B} is a conet of 5’ and 
{xk I Q E A) E t”, there exist some cyo and PO such that (yb, xb) 5 U for cy 2 cyo, p 2 PO. 
We will say then that U* is generated by U. 
osition 17. 7he family ( U* 1 U E %,) is a base for a quasi-uniformity %” on X*. 
roof. Let U, V E %(,. Then ( U n V)* - U*: V* and (& 6)~ U* for any SE X”. 
Let U E %,, and let VE %!&) be: Q-subordinated to U. We will show that V“ 0 V* c U*= 
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Let W, 5) E V”, (5,5”) E V”, 1 x, aEA}E& {x;SISEA}Et”, and let (y:lyEr} be I 
a conet of 5’ and {vp 1 p E B} be a conet of 5. For some cue, PO, ‘yo, a0 we have 
(Yb, X,)E Vwheneveraza,, y 3 ‘yo, and (yp, xi) E V whenever p 2 PO, 6 2 ao. On 
the other hand we have (yes, ya) +O. It follows that (yb, xg) E U for y 2 ‘yo, 6 b So, 
hence (t’, 5”) E U*. Thus we have V* 0 V* c U*. Cl 
We are going to show that the quasi-uniform space (X*, %*) is the required 
Q-completion of the space (X, %). 
Proposition 18. The mapping 
(P : w, w + w, %*A 
where Q(X) is the collection of all nets in (X, %) converging 10 x, is quasi-uniformly 
continuous and the inverse image of %* under rp coincides with 92. Consequently, if 
(X, %) is a Hausdorff space, then Q is a quasi-uniform embedding. 
roof. Let U E qo. We show that 
(x’, x”) E U if and only if (9(x’), 9(x’)) E U*. 
Let (x’, x”) E U. There exists a W E % such that W-‘(x’) x W(x”) c U. For each 
conet {yb 1 p E B} of the class cp(x’) we have, by Lemma 15, (yb , x’) + 0, an< far 
each Cauchy net {xz 1 a E A} belonging to the class cp(x”) we have (x”, x:) + 0. Then 
there are a0 and PO such that (yb, x’) E W and (x”, xz) E W, hence (yb, x:) E 
W-‘(x’) x W(x”) c U whenever CY 3 c&J, p Z po. Thus (9(x’), cp(x”)) E u*. 
Conversely, let (q( x’), 9(x”)) E U* for some x’, X”E X and some U E Qo. Then, 
taking into account that the constant net {x’} is a conet of q( x’) and the constant 
net {x”} belongs to p (x”), one obtains (x’, x”) E U. El 
If&X* and {x~~~~EA}E&, then q(xJ+=& 
Proof. Let U E Qo. Choose a V E q. such that Vo V c U. For any conet {up Ip E B} 
to the class 6 we have (vp, x,) + 0. Therefore there are two and PO such that (vp, x,) E V 
for CY 2 cyo, p a PO. Fix an cy 2 a0 and pick a Cauchy net (2: I y E r} from the class 
up. Then.zy+x, and so (x,,zT)EV whenever ray(a) for some yet. 
Hence(yp,zT)E Uforp~p,,y~y(cu).Thus(&~(x,))E U*wheneverasa,. Cl 
Corollary. The set q(X) is dense in (X*, %*). 
Analogously to Proposition 19 one proves the following statement. 
If 5 E X* and {vp I p E B} is a conet of the class 6, the,n ( q(yp), 5) + 0. 
osition 21. The quasi-uniform space (X*, %*) is complete. 
roof. Let {& I N E A) be a Cau 
of it. For a! E A choose {xU, I y E 
conet {y$ IS E AD} of the class vcz_ 
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Let V E QO. For any Q! E A there exists, by Proposition 19, a y( cy, V) E I-a such 
that (&, cp(x”,))~ V* whenever y- > ?(a, V). Also for any p E B there is, according 
to Proposition 20, a S(/3, V) E A, such that (q(yf), qp) E V* when S 2 S(p, V). 
We introduce two directed sets 
A*={(a, W)~~EA, WE%,) 
and 
B*={(P, W)lJ%B, WE%) 
by setting (a’, W’) 3 (a”, W”) if and only if (Y’ 3 cy” and W’C W”; and (P’, W’) 2 
(p”, IV’) if and only if p’> p” and W’c W”. Then we set X(CY, W) =x$~,W) 
and VW, w) =Y!&,w and consider the nets {~(a, W) 1 (a, W) E A*} and 
{y(P, Wl(P, WE B*l in W, W- 
It is clear that for any VE %?&, we have (cp(y(p, W)), q&s V* and 
(&9 9(X(@, W)))E v* whenever W c V On the other hand, also for any V E qo, 
there are cyV E A and pv E B such that (qa, &) E V* whenever ar 2 cyV, p a&. 
Let now U E %YO and let VE 910 satisfy V*o V*o V*c U*. Then (p(y(p, W)), 
ip(x(cy, IV))) E v* 0 v* 0 v* c u* and therefore (y(p, W), x( a, W)) E U for 
(a, W) 3 (a,,, V), (p, W) 3 ($,,, V). It follows that (y(p, W), x(a, W)) + 0, i.e. that 
{xk W) 1 (a, W E A”1 is a Cauchy net in (X, %). 
Let 5 be the equivalence class of Cauchy nets in (X, ‘4%) containing the net 
{x( (Y, W) 1 (a, W) E A*}. It is easy to see that 5 is uniquely defined by the Cauchy 
net {& 1 a E A} and does not depend on the special choice of the nets {xy 1 y E ra} 
for cy E A. 
We show that & + 6. Let U E %, . We choose T E (4!!lo Q-subordinated to U 
and a V E 910 such that V* 0 V* 0 V* c T*. Using the nets {XT I y E Ta}, {x( a, W) I (a, 
W)E A”) and {y(& W)J(p, W)E B*}, considered above, we observe that 
(p(y(p, W)), T&S V* whenever WC V, (Q, &) E V* whenever a! 2 cyv, /3 a& 
and (&r, (P($))E v* whenever y 3 y(cu, V). Thus b(Y(P, w, dx;)) E 
V* 0 V* 0 V*c T* and hence 
(YW, w, XT> E T 
for (PI W) a WV, v), Q1’2 av, Y a Yb, v). 
Now let {y’, I c E 2) be an arbitrary conet to the class 5. It is a conet to the Cauchy 
net {x( cy, W) I (a, W) E A*} in (X, %). Hence there exist oT E E, a$ E A* and W-r E atI 
such that 
(y,,, xb, W)) (2 T (2) 
whenever u 2 ur, (a!, W)=+& WT). From (l), (2) and 
(Y(P, w, xb, W) + 0 
one concludes that (,v,,, xc) E U for cy 2 cyv, 7 a y(a, V), u 2 CT,-. By the definition 
we have (6, &,)E U* for EY a L+, so r-+&I. Thus (X*, %*) is compiete. 0 
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reposition 22. The quasi-uniformity %* satisjes condition (Q)* 
roof. Let U E QO. There is a S E ‘?&, such that S* 0 S* c U*. Let T E 9.&, be Q- 
subordinated to S, and let VE 9&, be such that V* 0 V* 0 V* c T*. 
We show that V* is Q-subordinated to U*. Suppose that &‘, 6% X* and that 
{5&l-A} and M;&R) are two nets in (X*, %*) such that 
(t’, 6:) E V* for Q! E A, (6;) 6”) E V* for /3 E l$ (3) 
and (Si, 6:) + 0. Then {[b, 1 a E A} is a Cauchy net in the space (X*, %*) with 
{ei 1 p E B} as a conet. As this space is complete, there exists a 6 E X* for which 
6: + & As in the proof of Proposition 21, we can assume that 5 is the equivalence 
class of a Cauchy net {x( cy, W) I (a, W) E A*} having a conet {y@, W) I (p, W) E B*} 
in (X, %), where A* and B* are the directed sets from that proof. Also 
(&cp(x(cu, W)))E V* for WC V. (4) 
Let {yi I A E A} be some conet of the class 5’. By Proposition 20 there is a hv E A 
such that 
(I, 5’) E V* for A z A”. (9 
Therefore, in view of (3), (4) and (5), we obtain (I, (P(x((Y, W))) E V*o V*o 
V* c T* and hence for each Q! E A we have 
(y:,x(c~, W))E T forha& WC V. (6) 
On the other hand, if {xg 16 E A} is a Cauchy net of the class 8, then there are ST, 
&, w/T such that 
(YW, w, $3 E T for w, w 2 (PT, w, 6 3 ST- (7) 
As we have also (y(p, W), x(a, W))+O, it follows from (6) and (7), that (y:, xg) E S 
for A 3 A”, S 2 S,-. Hence we have (e’, 5) E S*. Analogously one sees that (&err) E S*. 
Therefore ([‘, 5”) E U*. So V* is Q-subordinated to U*. Cl 
3. (X*, %*) is a usdorff space. 
roof. As any quiet space is a T3-space, it suffices to verify that (X*, %*) is a 
T,-space, i.e. that 
n{u*luE~o}={(5,5)I~EX*}* 
Suppose t’, 5% X* and (f, 5”) E U* for each U E QO. Let {y& 1 p E 
of the class 5’ and {xz 1 a E A} be a Cauchy net of the class 5”. For every U E Q0 
there are a! u and pU such that (yb, xz) E U whenever ZW”, p+J,. 
{yb Ip E B} is a conet also of the Cauchy net {x: I a E , i.e. of the cl 
Consequently 5 = 5”. Cl 
Let (X, a) and (Y, 7r) be (arbitrary) qtras 
( Y, v) be a quasi-unifo 
net Sta (X, %) with a conet {XL lp 
with u-b&) I P 
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Proposition 25. Let (X, 071) ‘Z Q, ( Y, V) E Q, let the space ( Y, V) be complete and 
Hausdoryft; and let f : (X, %) + ( Y, v) be a quasi-uniformly continuous mapping. There 
exists a unique quasi-uniformly continuous mapping f * : (X *, %*) + ( Y, w*) such that 
f=f*op. 
Proof. Since ( Y, clr) is a Hausdorfl space, the uniqueness of the mapping f* follows 
from the density of q(X) in (X*, Q*). 
We have to constructf*. According to Lemma 24 the images of any two equivalent 
Cauchy nets under f are equivalent Cauchy nets in ( Y, “r/c). Thus for any 6 E X * the 
equivalence class 5 of Cauchy nets in (X, % ) defines an equivalence class v of 
Cauchy nets in ( Y, “Ir). The space ( Y, ‘V) being a complete Hausdorff space, all the 
nets of the class 7 converge, by Proposition 14, to the same point y E Y. We set 
f*(e) = y. So a mapping 
$” : (x*, %*) + ( Y, V) 
is defined by the condition: 
f&)-f*(&) whenever{x,~aEA)~& 
If x E X and {x, 1 ar E A} E q(x), then x, 3 x, hence.&) +f(x), so thatf%W) = 
f( 1 X. 
It remains to establish the quasi-uniform continuity off? Let VE “v: We pick 
out a WE ‘r which is Q-subordinated to V and a T E “Ir which is Q-subordinated 
to W. There is a U E ‘??& such that (x’, x”) E U implies (j”( x’),J’(x”)) E T. We will 
check that (c’, 5”) E U* implies (f*@‘),f*( z”)) E V. 
Let {x:IcYEA}E.~‘, {$$?EB)E t”, and let {ybi YE r} be a conet of 5’ and 
{yi 1 S E A} be a conet of 6”. Suppose that (c’, 5”) E U*. Then for some PO G B, ~0 E r 
we have (yjy, x5) E U and therefore (f(y~),f(x~)) E T when p 2 PO, y 3 yo. On the 
other hand f(x&) + f *(t’),f(xg) + f “(5”) and therefore, by Lemma 15, we have also 
(f(Y;), f *(C))+0, u-(Ya f*W’W+0= 
From (f*W),f*(5’)k T, (f(y’,),.ll~~)) E T for P 2 PO, Y 3 YO and 
(f(y’,), f *( 5’)) + 0 it follows that (f*( t’), f(xE)) E W for p 3 PO. If Sol A is such 
that (f(y~),f*(~‘)) E W for 8 2 S,,then oneconcludes,as we have (f(yg), f(xi)) + 0, 
that (f*( e’),f”( 6”)) E V. Th us the uniform continuity of the mapping f* is 
verified. q 
The last eight propositions yield now the following theorem. 
Theorem 26. Every quiet quasi-uniform space (X, %) has a ( unique) Q-completion 
(X*, %*) constructed in a standard manner. 
7. Let (X, %) and ( Y, ‘V) be two quiet quasi-uniform spaces, and let 
(X”, %*) and ( Y”, V”) be their Q-consp/etions with canonical mappings qx : (X, %) + 
(X*,W) and qy:(Y,V)+( Y*,V*). e : (X, %) + ( Y, Y) is a quasi-uniform 
embedding, then there exists a quasi-uniJ;orm embedding e” : (X *, %*) + ( Y*, Q+*) 
such that e* a qy = rp,, 0 e. 
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roof. The existence (and the uniqueness) of a quasi-uniformly continuous mapping 
e* : (X*, %*) + ( Y”, “Ir*) satisfying the equality e* 0 rp, = soy 0 e follows from Propo- 
sition 25 when one applies it to the mapping cpy- e. We have to prove that e* is a 
quasi-uniform embedding. For every 6 E X* we have e*(t) = 7, where q is the 
unique equivalence class of Cauchy nets in the space ( Y, “Ir) containing some Cauchy 
net {e(x,)la E A} for {xa ILY E A}E 5; It is clear that [‘# 5” implies e*(p’) f e*(t”). 
It remains to show that the mapping (e*)-’ is quasi-uniformly continuous. Let 
U E %,-, and (e x e)( U) = Vn (e(X) x e(X)) where VE “y: We can assume that V is 
open in the topology induced on Y x Y by the quasi-uniformity v-’ x “v: If V* E ‘T* 
is generated by V, then there is a WE “Ir* which is open in the topology induced 
by the quasi-uniformity (v*)-’ x v* on Y* x Y* and is such that W c V*. Let now 
e*(e’) = q’, e*( 5”) = $’ where e’, 5” E X*. Suppose that (q’, $‘) E W. There exists a 
T E v* such that T-‘( v’) x T( 7”) c W. If {yb 1 p E B} is a conet of the class 5’ and 
if {x, 1 a~ E A} E f’, then (py 0 e(yb), 7’) + 0 and ($‘, py 0 e(xZ)) + 0. Then for some 
GEE A and &,E B we have qy 0 e(y# T-‘($), cpy 0 e(xz)E T($‘) and therefore 
(VY O e(Yb), QY 0 e(xE)) E WC V* whenever Q) 3 cyo, p 3 PO. Hence (e(yb), e(xz)) E 
V and consequently (yb, x:) E U when a! 2 (Ye, P 3 PO. Thus we obtain (t’, 6”) E U*. 
So (e*(&‘), e*(c”)) E W implies ([‘, 5”) E U*. Cl 
If (X, %) is a uniform space, then its Q-completion (X*, %*) coincides 
(up to a uniformism) with the usual uniform completion of (X, Q). 
roof. If (X’, a’) is the standard (Hausdorff) uniform completion of (X, %), then 
(X’, %‘) is the Q-completion of itself and, by Proposition 27, the inclusion (X, a) c 
(X’, %‘) implies (X*, %*) c (X’, ‘49’). The last inclusion being a quasi-uniform 
embedding, it follows that ( *, %*) is a uniform spat d therefore, because of 
the uniqueness of the unifor ompletion, (X*, %*) = ( W) (the equality under- 
stood as a uniformism). Cl 
Finally let us discuss the situation with the conjugate space. As it is known, to 
every quasi-uniform space (X, %) a conjugate quasi-uniform space (X, a-‘) corre- 
sponds, where %-’ = { U-’ 1 U E a}. 
The following two propositions are obvious. 
Proposition 29. (X, %-I) E if and only if (X, %) E 
y net in the space (
Cauchy net in the space 
In view of the last propositio 
sition. 
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31. Let (X, %)E Then (X, %) is complete if and only if (X, W’) is 
complete. 
By means of Proposition 30 one easily sees that there is a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between the collection of all equivalence classes of Cauchy nets in a given 
quiet quasi-uniform space (X, %) and the collection of all equivalence classes of 
Cauchy nets in (X, %-I). By abuse of notation let us denote each of these collections 
by X*. Then, reasoning in an obvious manner, we obtain the following theorem. 
heorem 32. If (X, %) E Q, then for the Q-completions (X *, %*) and (X*, (%-‘)*) 
of (X, %) and (X, W’) the equality 
(x*, (WI)*) = (x*, (%“)_I) 
holds, understood as a quasi-uniformism. 
Remark. A Cauchy space (X, %) is a set X along with a family %’ of filters (named 
Cauchy filters) on it satisfying the following axioms (formulated firstly in [6] for 
another purpose, by the way): 
(1) & % for every XE X (where I={Ac X(xcA}); 
(2) if 9% % and 9~ 9, then SE %; 
(3) if 9, (SE % and 9u % is a filter base, then 9% 99~ Ce. 
(The condition “Su % is a filter base” means, as known, that A n B # f3 whenever 
Ad+-, BE%) 
As it can be seen by suitable examples, a quasi-uniform space with the family of 
all Cauchy filters on it, understood in the sense of Definition 1 (reformulated in 
terms of filters), is in the general case not necessarily a Cauchy space-axiom (3) 
need not be satisfied. The situation is the same when Cauchy filters are understood 
in the sense of [7]. 
However a quiet quasi-uniform space with the collection of all Cauchy filters (in 
the sense of Definition 1) on it is always a Cauchy space. 
Problem 2. Is it possible to define a notion of a Cauchy filter generalizing both of 
the notions of a convergent filter and of a Cauchy filter in a uniform space which 
makes any (arbitrary) quasi-uniform space into a Cauchy space? 
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